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Remagnetization in arrays of ferromagnetic nanostripes with periodic and quasiperiodic order
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We investigate experimentally and theoretically the magnetization reversal process in one-dimensional
magnonic structures composed of permalloy nanostripes of the two different widths and finite length arranged
in a periodic and quasiperiodic order. We showed that dipolar coupling between rectangular nanostripes is
significantly reduced as compared to the analytical and numerical predictions, probably due to formation of
the closure domains at the nanostripe ends. Although the main feature of the hysteresis loop is determined
by different shape anisotropies of the component elements and the dipolar interactions between them, the
quasiperiodic order influences the hysteresis loop by introducing additional tiny switching steps and change
of the plateau width. We also showed that the dipolar interactions between nanostripes forming a ribbon can be
counterintuitively decreased by reduction of the distance between the neighboring ribbons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial spin systems (ASS), where large magnetic mo-
ments of the monodomain magnetic elements (MEs) signif-
icantly strengthen magnetostatic interactions with respect to
the atomic systems, are interesting topic of research from
fundamental physics and potential application points of view
[1–4]. They allow to tailor influence of the long range in-
teractions of the dipolar type on the ground magnetization
state, where one of the interesting examples is frustration of
the magnetization vector orientation appearing in the array of
MEs arranged in the kagome or square lattice. There, the dipo-
lar interactions between the monodomain MEs meeting at the
vertex are modified due to proximity of the neighboring MEs
and the reorientation of the magnetization near the edges [5,6].
The simple model of dipolarly coupled magnetic moments
requires modification to take properly into account strength of
the coupling [7]. Only recently, few ways of the magnetostatic
coupling control between the MEs in the artificial spin ice
systems have been demonstrated [8–10]. These discoveries
give additional freedom for tailoring and tuning interactions
of the magnetostatic origin and to study frustrated states.

The preferential axis of the magnetization orientation in
the ME made of soft magnetic materials is determined by
the shape anisotropy. Its magnetization reversal is affected
also by the shape of the ME ends [11,12], roughness of
the edges [13–15], and defects [16]. In the array of MEs,
the magnetization reversal process is additionally influenced
by the stray magnetic field from all other MEs in the array
[17,18]. Interestingly, in the array the magnetostatic interac-
tions from distant elements can result in indirect coupling

and even screening of the interactions from nearest elements.
For this purpose, the inter-element spacing along the two
perpendicular directions has been introduced in the trian-
gular lattice of elongated MEs [19]. This large number of
dependencies and competing interaction in the array makes
the investigation of the remagnetization interesting. However,
the results of experimental studies depend on the quality
of the samples and defects inevitable in real samples. This
makes the experimental results difficult to reproduce precisely
in the numerical simulations [20].

Most of the investigations with ASS have been dealt with
the periodic structures (PS), where every lattice point is
equivalent [2]. The interesting question is, how the dipole
interactions influence the magnetization reversal process in
other, nonperiodic but ordered types of the ASSs, like the frac-
tal or quasiperiodic structures (QPS). The expected hysteresis
loop, due to variety of magnetization reversal processes, are
difficult to predict [21–24]. Moreover, the quasiperiodic and
fractal ASS are characterized by interesting spectra of the spin
wave excitations, which can be controlled and modified by
magnetization reversal process, which is potentially useful for
applications in magnonics [25–31].

The ribbon of the magnetic nanostripes (NSs) is one of
the simplest geometry. Nevertheless, it allows for systematic
investigation of the complexity resulting from the long-range
dipole interactions in periodic and nonperiodic structures
[32–34]. In the paper, we investigate experimentally and
theoretically the magnetization reversal process in the QPS
consisting of the wide and narrow rectangular Py (Ni80Fe20)
NSs of finite length collected into the ribbon, and also in
the array of ribbons. We show that the interactions between
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the NSs in the ribbon are significantly reduced close to the
switching fields, as compared to the full saturated state. For
comparable analysis of the magnetization reversal process in
QPS, we fabricated the reference structures in the form of
periodically ordered Py NSs. We show that despite of the
reduced dipolar coupling between NSs in the experimental
structures, the influence of the quasiperiodic order on the
hysteresis loops is still visible. We also show that the sepa-
ration between the ribbons, as well as an NS width, can be
used to control the dipolar coupling between the NSs in the
ribbon, and thus control the influence of the NS order on the
magnetization reversal process.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
describe the structures under investigations, and the theoret-
ical models used to analyze the hysteresis loops measured
experimentally. In Sec. III, we present the results of measure-
ments, the analysis of the stray demagnetizing field during the
remagnetization in PS and QPS, and Monte Carlo simulations
result. In the last section, we summarize our study.

II. STRUCTURE AND METHODS

A. Structure

We fabricated the system of thin (thickness t) NSs from Py
film on a silicon substrate using an electron-beam lithography
and a lift-off technique. The narrow (w = 350 nm) and wide
(2w = 700 nm) NSs of finite length L were arranged in
the QPS according to the Fibonacci inflation rule [35]. The
NSs are separated by sx = 100 nm wide air gaps. The total
quasiperiodic sequence of NSs (100 μm long along the x
direction) forms the ribbon. The ribbons are repeated period-
ically along the y axis into the array with air gaps sy between
them. The structure is drawn schematically in Fig. 1.

In order to investigate the influence of magnetostatic in-
teractions between the NSs on a magnetization switching,
we fabricated arrays with different structural parameters. In
particular, we prepared the samples with NSs of thicknesses

FIG. 1. Section of a considered quasiperiodic structure. The flat
and long magnetic NSs of thickness t , widths w or 2w, and length
L (t � w � L) are placed side to side and separated by air gaps of
the width sx . The chains of NSs form the ribbons separated from
each other by the gaps of the width sy. The green and red arrows
show the exemplary direction of magnetization in narrow and wide
NSs, respectively. The external magnetic field (black arrow) is placed
along the NS axis.

FIG. 2. The scanning electron microscopy images of a single
ribbon formed by (a) periodic and (b) Fibonacci sequences of NSs.

t = 30 and 50 nm, lengths L = 5 μm and 10 μm, and with
the separation between the ribbons sy = 760 nm, 1.5 μm, and
10 μm. In our study, we kept the widths of NSs (w and 2w)
and the separation between them (sx) unchanged. The whole
size of the array of ribbons was about 100 × 200 μm.

We fabricated also the samples with a single ribbon and
the samples with the arrays of ribbons formed by periodically
ordered NSs. The PS was built by alternating repetition of the
wide and narrow NSs. The fabricated structures can be seen
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) where the selected scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of the periodic and Fibonacci
sequences of NSs are shown, respectively.

B. Experimental methods

We investigated the magnetization reversal process at
room temperature using the microscopy based on longitudinal
magneto-optical Kerr effect (L-MOKE). The measurements
were done with the aid of a wide-field polarization micro-
scope (modified Carl Zeiss Jenapol) equipped with a CCD
camera. Hysteresis loops were obtained from the evolution
of magnetic domain structure recorded while the external
magnetic field Hext was changing, being always applied along
the NSs’ easy axis (the y axis). We collected images of the
selected ribbon placed in the middle of the array during few
magnetization reversal processes to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio. In an analysis of the magnetization switching of
the individual NS in the ribbon, we took into account only
wide NSs, because of the resolution of the microscope is not
enough to reliably analyze the switching of the narrow NSs.

In a whole study, we observed only a full magnetization
switching of the single NSs at given Hext. At the fields Hext

close to the switching fields, we noticed small areas, near the
ends of NSs, with a tilted magnetization direction (towards
orientation parallel to the edge). However, this effect did not
change the overall picture of abrupt magnetization switching
in successive groups of the NSs with the change of Hext.

C. Demagnetizing field of the single nanostripe

The basic element of the analytical model used in the paper
is a rectangular stripe of width w, length L, and thickness
t (Fig. 1). We assume that the NS is made of ferromag-
netic material and it is homogeneously magnetized along
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TABLE I. The switching field Hsw obtained from micromagnetic simulations (MS); the scaling factor κ of the magnetostatic interactions
between NSs and anisotropy field Hani derived from the linear regression (LR) analysis using Eq. (12) at four selected points of the hysteresis
loop (see Fig. 3): I and II (III and IV) related to switching of the wide (the narrow) NSs.

t (nm) Parameter Method I II III IV

κ LR 0.034 0.046 0.114 0.116
30 Hsw (Oe) LR 51 105 104 160

MS 135 295
κ LR 0.055 0.042 0.075 0.045

50 Hsw (Oe) LR 42 82 123 182
MS 135 265

the y axis. Using the Maxwell equations in magnetostatic
approximation:

∇ · (Hdemag + M) = 0, (1)

∇ × Hdemag = 0, (2)

we can introduce magnetostatic potential Hdemag(r) =
−∇ϕ(r) and derive the general formula for ϕ:

ϕ(r) = −
∫

V
dv′ ∇′ · M(r′)

|r − r′| +
∮

S
dσ ′ n · M(r′)

|r − r′| , (3)

where V is volume of the NS, S is a surface of the NS, and
n is the vector normal to the NS surface pointing outside.
Magnetic charges on the NS’s sides perpendicular to the y
axis can be considered as a source of the demagnetizing and
stray fields, inside and outside of the NS, respectively. In
Eq. (3), the part with the volume integral is equal to zero
and only surface term contributes to the demagnetizing field.
Eventually, formula for the field component parallel to the
magnetization is described as follows [36,37]:

Hi
demag(r, ri ) = MS

2∑
α,β,γ=1

(−1)α+β+γ

× arctan

[
(x − xi − xα )(z − zi − zγ )

(y − yi − yβ )|r − (ri + r′
α,β,γ )|

]
,

(4)

where ri = (xi, yi, zi ) denotes position of the ith NS, r =
(x, y, z), r′

α,β,γ = (xα, yβ, zγ ), x1 = y1 = z1 = 0, x2 = w,
y2 = L, and z2 = t . We neglect the components of the de-
magnetizing field perpendicular to the magnetization, be-
cause their average values are equal to zero inside the stripe.
Equation (4) allows also to calculate the stray field produced
by the ith NS, just by taking the location r outside of the NS.

D. Monte Carlo simulations in the Ising model

To simulate the magnetization switching in magnetic NSs
arranged in PS and QPS we examined the magnetic configura-
tions and their energies using the Ising model. We considered
the chain of dipolarly coupled macrospins in dependence
on the strength of the external magnetic field. In our model,
the wide and narrow NSs correspond to the macrospins of
larger and smaller magnetic moments mi, where i indicates the
lattice site. The external field was applied perpendicular to the

chain, parallel to the macrospins. To take into account the dif-
ference in the shape anisotropy between the wide and narrow
NSs, we lowered the external field at each macrospin by corre-
sponding switching field of the NS. The switching fields Hsw,i

for a single (wide or narrow) NS were extracted from the hys-
teresis loops obtained from micromagnetic simulations (MSs)
using MUMAX3 software [see Appendix and Fig. 8(a)] [38].

The computed values of the switching field collected in
the Table I are significantly reduced in reference to the values
of Hsw,i predicted by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model [39], which
assumes a monodomain and collinear magnetic configuration.
This is because the magnetic configuration in areas close to
the endings of NSs is noncollinear, with formation of closing
domains [see the results of MS in Figs. 8(b)–8(g)]. This
noncollinearity is restricted to a small volume of the NS, only
slightly changes the value of the total magnetization. The
magnetization reversal process of the single NS is very fast
and happens in a single step of the external field.

This abrupt switching of the magnetization in a major part
of the stripe [40] allows for treating the ferromagnetic NS as
a macrospin in the following numerical simulations. In Ising
model, we consider only two orientation of the macrospins:
parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) with respect to the external
field, omitting the intermediate states, where the presence of
barrier between those two states can be manifested directly
(by taking into account anisotropy field). Therefore we de-
cided to modify the Zeeman energy term by reducing the
magnitude of the external field by switching field calculated
numerically for single NS.

For every magnetic configuration in the considered Ising
model, we compute the energy of dipolarly interacting mag-
netic moments in the external field:

El = 1

2
k

μ0

4π

∑
i, j

i �= j

mimj

|xi − x j |3 −
∑

i

mi|Hext − Hsw,i|, (5)

where mi takes the values ViMS and −ViMS for the P and
AP alignments of the magnetic moment with respect to the
external magnetic field direction, respectively. The symbol
Vi is the volume of the ith magnetic NS and MS = 0.86 ×
106 A/m is the saturation magnetization of Py. The symbol
xi denotes position of the ith magnetic moment.

In real samples, at the ends of NSs, a noncollinear mag-
netization configuration has been found in MS and magnetic
force microscope images, which try to close the magnetic
flux inside the magnetic structure and reduces the surface
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charges. Therefore the stray magnetic field generated outside
the magnetic NSs will be lowered [39], which can also sig-
nificantly reduce the dipolar interactions between the NSs. In
order to include this effect in simulations, we introduced in
Eq. (5) the parameter k, which lowers the strength of dipolar
coupling between magnetic moments in the simulating system
(0 � k � 1).

We used the Monte Carlo (MC) method based on the
METROPOLIS algorithm [41,42] to find the magnetic config-
urations which minimize the magnetic energy [Eq. (5)] when
the external magnetic field is gradually changed. The details
of the MC method with dipole interaction included can be
found in Refs. [43,44] for different models. We used the Wang
and Landau algorithm [45] where the relative probability of
a transition from the configuration Cl of energy El to the
configuration Cl+1 characterized by energy El+1 is given be
the following formula:

P(Cl → Cl+1) = min

[
1, exp

(
−El+1 − El

kBT

)]
, (6)

where T is a room temperature and kB is Boltzmann constant.
It means that in MC simulations the transition Cl → Cl+1 is
successful when the energy El+1 � El , while for El+1 > El ,
the transition happens with some probability exponentially
decreasing with the energy difference. In order to draw the
hysteresis loop, we changed the external magnetic field from
800 to −800 Oe and back, with 1 Oe step. At the limiting
values of Hext the system is magnetically saturated. In each
step, i.e., for each considered value of the field, we find
the magnetic configuration corresponding to the local energy
minimum for all transitions from the configuration reached in
the previous step. This quasiadiabatic change of the magnetic
configurations induced by almost continuous variation of the
Hext allows us to determine the dependence of net magnetic
moment on the external field: M(Hext )/MS = ∑

i mi/
∑

i |mi|.
Thus we are able to plot hysteresis loop and identify the
metastable configuration, existing in specific ranges of an ex-
ternal field (examples of plotting a hysteresis loop using MC
simulation are presented in the Refs. [46,47]). The numerical
calculations were performed for PS and QPS composed of
144 magnetic moments, which is the number of NSs in the
experimental structures.

III. RESULTS

A. Magnetization reversal process in L-MOKE measurements

In Fig. 3(a), we show comparison between the hysteresis
loops for the arrays of ribbons of the Fibonacci QPS com-
posed of NSs with 5 μm length, 50 nm thickness and for
various separations between the ribbons sy = 760 nm, 1.5 μm,
and 10 μm. For reference, we also place in Fig. 3(a) the
outcomes for a single ribbon.

In all hysteresis loops, the two main steps of switching
are clearly observed. The lower (higher) switching field is
attributed to the magnetization switching in the wide (narrow)
NSs, accordingly with their smaller (larger) shape anisotropy
[48]. In arrays consisting of dipolarly coupled NSs, the mag-
netostatic interaction favors the AP magnetization orientation
of the neighboring NSs [49]. For such configuration the lines

FIG. 3. Comparison of the hysteresis loops measured with L-
MOKE in terms of (a) the separation between ribbons for the QPS
with the NSs of 5 μm length and 50 nm thickness, and (b) for
Fibonacci and PS array of NSs of 5 μm length, 50 nm thickness,
and 10 μm separation between the ribbons. Vertical dashed lines in
the inset mark the beginning and the end of the plateau. The labels I
and II (III and IV) are related to switching of the wide (narrow) NSs.
Scheme of the magnetic field lines from the wide NSs in the array
when ribbons are well separated and close to each other are shown in
(c) and (d), respectively.

of the stray magnetic field between the adjacent NSs are
closed, which minimizes the magnetostatic energy of the
system [50]. Thus the AP configuration stabilizes the system
creating a plateau in the M(Hext ) dependence and the whole
reversal process occurs in a wider magnetic field range. At
higher switching field, we observe the transition from AP to P
configuration related to the switching of narrower NSs.

By decreasing the distance between the ribbons, we can
move the switching field of wide stripes to higher values [see
the inset in the right-bottom corner in Fig. 3(a)], simultane-
ously the fields at which the narrow NSs switch are moving to
lower fields [see the inset in the left-top corner in Fig. 3(a)],
with differences reaching several dozens Oe.

When the ribbons are getting closer to each other the field
lines from the NSs start to link the NSs from neighboring
ribbons. As a result, the magnetic flux between the NSs in
the same ribbon is lowered, as it is shown schematically in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). This decreases the interactions between
the NSs in the ribbon and reduces the width of the plateau
related to the AP magnetization configuration. Interestingly,
the distance 10 μm is usually considered to be sufficient
for neglecting the magnetostatic interactions [51]. However,
we still are able to observe some noticeable differences in
the switching fields between a single ribbon and an array of
ribbons with air gaps separating the ribbons up to 10 μm.
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FIG. 4. Number of wide NSs (of 700 nm width), which are
switched in successive intervals of external field for the Fibonacci
QPS differing in the NS length / NS thickness / separation be-
tween ribbons: (a) 5 μm/50 nm/∞ (single ribbon), (b) 5 μm/50
nm/760 nm, (c) 5 μm/30 nm/760 nm, and (d) 10 μm/30 nm/760
nm. NWN is a wide NS between two narrow NSs, and NWWN1 and
NWWN2 is a wide NS from a pair of two wide ones between the
narrow NSs which is switched in a pair at a lower or higher field,
respectively (see also the legend at the top of the figure for color bar
definition).

Furthermore, we also find that for the sequences of thinner
(or longer) NSs, we observe similar changes in the switching
fields as described above, resulting from the decrease of the
strength of the magnetostatic interactions between NSs inside
the same ribbon [52].

In Fig. 3(b). we present comparison between hysteresis
loops measured for the ribbons with sy = 10 μm separa-
tion composed of 5-μm-long and 50-nm-thick NSs with the
periodic and quasiperiodic order. Slight differences between
both curves are visible. The most significant difference is a
magnetization value at the plateau. This is the effect of a
different ratio of the wide to narrow NSs’ numbers, which
takes a value 1 for PS and (1 + √

5)/2 ≈ 1.618 for QPS,
and they correspond to plateau levels at the value 0.33 and
0.53M/MS, respectively. The other differences, which we will
later relate to the different stray magnetic fields from the
different arrangements, are seen at the beginning and at the
end of the plateau phase [see, the inset in Fig. 3(b)].

For the quasiperiodic arrangement, we need a few Oe
higher field to finish the switching of the magnetization in the
wide NSs, than in a periodic structure. Also, the beginning of
switching of the narrow NSs is at higher fields for QPS than
for the PS.

Results presented in Fig. 4 show another interesting feature
of the magnetization reversal process characteristic for the
QPS. They are collected using the Kerr microscopy, and show
how the wide NSs switch with the increase of external field. In
QPS, the wide NSs appear in pairs surrounded by narrow NSs
(marked as NWWN, which stands for the consecutive wires
order: narrow, wide, wide, narrow) or be left as a single wide
NS surrounded by narrow NSs on both sides (NWN: narrow,

wide, narrow). Generally, the magnetization of the first NS of
the pair (NWWN1) switches in a similar range of the external
magnetic field to a single wide NSs (NWN). However, the
second NS of the pair (NWWN2) switches magnetization at a
higher external magnetic field than the NWN. This indicates
that there is a magnetostatic interaction between the pair of
the wide NSs which introduces preferential AP configuration
between wide NSs in the NWWNs. This effect is the most
visible for the system with a single ribbon composed of 5-μm-
long and 50-nm-thick NSs [Fig. 4(a)]. For this structure, the
magnetostatic interactions between the NSs inside the ribbon
is expected to be strongest among the systems presented
in Fig. 4, thus the observed effect shall diminish for other
structures, where interactions are decreasing.

Indeed, in Fig. 4 [and also in the inset at the right-bottom
corner of Fig. 3(a)], it is clearly seen that the distribution
of wide NSs switching fields narrows with decreasing the
distance between the ribbons, i.e., when the magnetostatic
interactions between NSs inside the ribbon decreases. In
Fig. 4(a), the second NS from the pair (NWWN2) reverses
mainly in the range between 60 and 100 Oe, but this range
becomes narrower and overlaps with the switching fields of
the rest of the wide NSs with decreasing interactions between
NSs, like in Fig. 4(b). With further lowering the interactions
strength between the NSs, by decreasing thickness [Fig. 4(c)]
or increasing length of the NSs [Fig. 4(d)], the switching
range of wide NSs narrows and differences in switching fields
between NWWN1 and NWWN2 vanishes. These effects do
not occur in a PS, where there is no two wide NSs next to
each other.

We showed that we can modify the strength of the mag-
netostatic interactions between the NSs in the ribbon in two
ways: by changing the dimensions of the NSs (length or
thickness) or by changing the distance between the ribbons.
The decrease of the interactions between the NSs in the ribbon
shall also decrease the differences between QPS and PS.
These differences will be further investigated in the following
parts of the paper with the use of the analysis of the stray
magnetic field in the systems and MC simulations.

B. The structure field in the periodic and quasiperiodic
sequence of nanostripes

We are going now to investigate quantitatively, based on
the analytical approach presented in Sec. II C, the strength of
dipolar interactions between selected NS and the other NSs
in the structure at different points of the hysteresis loop (see
Roman numerals in Fig. 3). This study shall give us additional
information about the magnetization switching and the influ-
ence of geometrical parameters on this process [16,18].

We consider an array of rectangular prisms (Fig. 1), with
dimensions and separating distances being the same as in the
experimental samples. We take for calculations the ribbon
made of 154 NSs for PS and 144 NSs for QPS. We use three
different separations between the ribbons: 760 nm, 1.5 μm,
and 10 μm, which are related to a different number of ribbons
in the structure: 35, 31, and 13, respectively. There are two
types of magnetization configurations that will be tested. First
one, it is a P configuration, representing system at the begin-
ning and at the end of magnetization reversal process, labeled
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as I and IV, respectively. Second, is an AP configuration,
corresponding to the plateau phase obtained in experimental
results, at points labeled as II and III.

The total magnetostatic field Hmagn can be expressed as a
sum of the demagnetizing fields originating from individual
NSs in the structure [calculated according with Eq. (4)]:

Hmagn =
all NSs∑

j

H j
demag. (7)

The parameter, which we select for further analysis, is the
stray magnetic field from all other NSs besides the considered
ith NS, and it will be called the structure field:

Hi
str = Hmagn − Hi

demag. (8)

This field gives the information, how much of the magnetic
field inside the selected NS is present due to interaction with
other elements. We remind, the Eqs. (7) and (8) are derived
under assumption of collinear magnetic configuration inside
each NS.

First, we investigate Hstr in the PS and QPS with different
separations between the ribbons and for different configura-
tions of the magnetization. We start from the P configuration,
points I and IV, Fig. 5(a). There is no visible influence of
the NSs order (periodic or quasiperiodic), which is in accor-
dance the experimental results. Nevertheless, the increase of
separation between the ribbons from 0.76 to 10 μm increases
Hstr by at least 500 Oe. Increase of Hstr leads to decrease in
Hext at which switching happens. This explains the changes
in the switching field at the beginning and at the end of
the magnetization reversal process observed experimentally in
Fig. 3(a).

The AP configuration is represented on hysteresis loops by
the plateau phase, and so it starts at the end of magnetization
reversal in the wide NSs [point II in Fig. 3(b)], and ends at
the beginning of switching narrow NSs (point III). From the
profile of the structure field calculated in the wide [Fig. 5(b)]
and narrow NS [Fig. 5(c)] we see that the structure field in
QPS is lower than in PS for both, wide and narrow NSs,
which prefers remagnetization in QPS at higher Hext. The
differences in Hstr between PS and QPS are especially visible
in Hstr of NWWN. The reason for this effect lies in the nearest
neighbors of the wide NS in the QPS. In the QPS, the second
stripe from the pair of wide NSs (NWWN2) has lower Hstr,
than the single wide stripe (NWN).

C. Switching fields: theory and experiment

The total magnetic field inside selected NS is a sum of the
external, magnetostatic and shape anisotropy field:

Htot = Hext + Hmagn − Hani. (9)

We introduce the switching field in the way as it was computed
in MS. It can be described as a function of internal magnetic
fields:

Hsw = Hani − Hdemag. (10)

Using Eqs. (10) and (8), we can rewrite Eq. (9) to the follow-
ing form:

Htot = Hext + Hstr − Hsw. (11)

FIG. 5. The structure field Hstr in the PS and QPS calculated for
(a) a wide stripe (at NWN and NWWN positions) with P config-
uration of NSs, (b) a wide stripe (at NWN and NWWN positions)
with AP configuration of NSs, and (c) a narrow stripe with AP
configuration of NSs. The fields in (a), (b), and (c) are related to
the points I, II, and III in the hysteresis loop marked in Fig. 3(a),
respectively. The results for arrays of ribbons with the separation of
10 and 0.76 μm are marked with different colors. We plot Hstr along
the NS axis (along y axis) in the middle of the NS.

The experimental values of the external magnetic field Hext

at which selected NS switches and the structure field Hstr

obtained from the analytical model can be related to each
other by the following equation:

Hext
(
H av

str

) = −κH av
str + Hsw. (12)

In Eq. (12), we used assumption that Htot = 0 at the magne-
tization switching and H av

str is a structure field averaged over
the volume of the NS under analysis. In Eq. (12), we have
introduced the scaling factor κ to the structure field, similar
to k in MC simulations in Eq. (5), to take into account the
effect of magnetization curling at the ends of the NSs (found
in measurements and visible in micromagnetic simulation
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FIG. 6. Dependence of the external magnetic field at the selected
points of the experimental hysteresis loop (I, II, III, and IV) where
switching of the selected NS happens on the respective structure field
calculated from the analytical model. The plotted lines are calculated
regression lines from which the values of κ and Hsw were extracted
and collected in the Table I. The results are shown for samples
investigated experimentally in the paper.

results—Fig. 8) and different defects existing in the real
sample, both leading to decrease of the stray field.

The collected values of H av
str and related experimental Hext

fields at selected points of the hysteresis loop for PS, QPS, and
various sy form a functional dependence Hext(H av

str ). Equation
(12) can be treated as the equation of linear regression, and we
can determine κ from a slope of the line approximating the
function H ′

ext(H
av
str ) and Hsw from intercept of the regression

line with the Hext axis. The obtained values of Hsw can be
compared with the anisotropy field obtained from MS.

The experimental values of Hext and the values of H av
str at

the magnetization switching at the characteristic points of the
hysteresis loop (points I to IV), and for various structures, are
collected in Fig. 6. The values of κ and Hsw obtained from
linear regression analysis are collected in Table I. It confirms
the presence of nonuniform magnetization in NSs, which
strongly reduce dipolar interactions between them. Results
show that κ does not depend strongly on dimensions of NSs
(in Fig. 6, we distinguished two thicknesses 30 and 50 nm)
and the separation between the ribbons. Nevertheless, κ has
higher value in remagnetization of the narrow than of wide
NSs, which points at large coupling at high magnetic fields.
In most cases, κ is higher at the beginning than at the end of
the magnetization reversal process in the NSs of given width.
We can point out that stronger interactions between NSs yield
faster remagnetization process.

The values of Hsw from regression analysis are much lower
in comparison to magnetic anisotropy obtained from MS. We
can attribute it to the edge roughness and remagnetization pro-
cess through magnetization rotation starting at the NS edges,
which can influence effective anisotropy and consequently
decrease Hsw [13,20]. In each case, Hsw obtained from the
regression is higher at the end than at the beginning of the
magnetization reversal process in NSs of a given width, when
it should be constant for all NSs of the same geometry in the
ideal structure. This result leads to the conclusion that the

FIG. 7. Comparison of the hysteresis loops obtained from MC
simulations. For (a) the single Fibonacci chain of magnetic moments
corresponding to 5-μm-long and 50-nm-thick NSs for different
values of the k parameter and (b) for the periodic and Fibonacci
sequence of the magnetic moments, corresponding to 5-μm-long and
50-nm-thick NSs at k fixed to 0.1.

experimental switching field can differ between NSs, which
could be the effect of different level of defects in NSs [14,15].

D. Monte Carlo simulations of the remagnetization

In Fig. 7(a), we present the influence of dipolar interactions
strength on the hysteresis loop obtained in MC simulations.
For noninteracting NSs (k = 0) the remagnetization follows
the two steps process, separated by the plateau of the width
equal to the difference between the switching fields of the
isolated wide and narrow NS. An increase of the parameter
k makes the plateau wider. Magnetization reversal process
of the narrow stripes moves to higher values of Hext with
increasing k, while for the wide NSs the field of the switching
beginning moves to lower values. Interestingly, the beginning
of the plateau (the end of the wide NSs switching) remains
almost on the same position. Nevertheless, the plateau is
enlarged with increasing interactions between magnetic mo-
ments. According to the MC simulations, the magnetization of
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the narrow NSs in PS and QPS switches at significantly higher
values in reference to the values reported in the experiment
[Fig. 3(b)]. We associate this difference with too high mag-
netic switching fields assumed for single NS, which can be
related to the regular rectangular shape used in MS, a lack of
defects and probably overestimated magnetization saturation
in simulations.

In Fig. 7(a), we can see additional narrow plateau for
QPS at the level of M = 0.05MS for k = 0.1 and 0.2, which
enlargers with k, and represents magnetization state, where
only the second from the pair of the wide NSs (NWWN2)
has not yet been switched. In Fig. 4, we have seen that the
behavior of the experimental system is similar. Lack of a
clear plateau in the experiment can be associated with defects
and deviation from the rectangular shape of the NSs, which
facilitate nucleation of the reversal process and influence the
switching process. Detailed inspection of Fig. 7(a) for k = 0.1
and 0.2 allows to identify also some additional steps in the
reversal of the wide NSs (at M = 0.4MS and 0.6MS) and
narrow NSs (at M = 0.65MS). They point at the parts of the
hysteresis loop where an influence of the long-range order can
be expected, whenever the effective magnetostatic interactions
between NSs will be sufficiently strong. Interestingly, for very
strong dipolar interactions k > 0.25, the scenario of the re-
magnetization changes, see the curve for k = 0.3 in Fig. 7(a).
In this case, the stray field from wide NSs prevail the shape
anisotropy of the narrow NSs, and the magnetization reversal
process tends start from the switching of the narrow NSs
already before Hext reaches 0. However, such strong dipolar
interactions are not accessible in our experiments.

To make rough comparison of the MC results with ex-
perimental data, we have to select the k value for which the
agreement would be reasonable. It can be done in two ways.
Using difference between centers of remagnetizations of wide
and narrow NSs, or using widths of remagnetization processes
of wide and narrow NSs. The first approach gives us the value
of k ≈ 0.03, the second results in k ≈ 0.05 and ≈ 0.1 for
wide and narrow NSs, respectively. Those k values are of the
same order as κ parameter collected in Table I estimated from
the regression analysis in Sec. III C.

The few factors contribute to the low value of k in our
system. One is associated with the stray field produced at
the ends of the stripes. Even for a magnetic configuration
where the net magnetization along the easy axis is reduced
only slightly, the stray magnetic field outside of the stripe can
be significantly lowered. Such a situation happens when the
magnetization is tilted at the terminations of the stripe, in a
small volume [see Figs. 8(b)–8(g)]. We made the additional
MSs of magnetization reversal of the single NS. For the
external magnetic field, just before magnetization switching,
the stray field is reduced by about a quarter of the value as
compared to the full saturation state at high field, while the
total magnetization is reduced less than 10% for the wide NS
(and an even smaller amount in the narrow NS). The tilting of
the magnetization at the NS ends can be influenced by many
factors besides the demagnetizing field of rectangular ends as-
sumed in simulations, like the shape of ends [11,12], rounded
corners, roughness [13,15], modification in the patterning pro-
cess of the material at the NS edges. Another additional reason
of low value of k is probable overestimation of the saturation

FIG. 8. Results of the micromagnetic simulations. (a) Hysteresis
loops for the single wide (700 nm) and narrow (350 nm) NS.
The empty circles point at the fields for which the magnetization
configuration is shown in (b)–(g). [(b)–(d)] Magnetization inside
of the wide NS at (b) 0, (c) 130, and (d) 140 Oe. [(e)–(g)] The
magnetization configuration inside a narrow NS at magnetic fields
(e) 0, (f) 290, and (g) 300 Oe. The color indicates the orientation
of the magnetization in the NS plane according with the color map
shown in the inset. The intensity show the magnetization orientation
in the plane perpendicular to the plane of NS, with the white color
marked orientation perpendicular to the plane of the NS.

magnetization MS of Py. For calculations and simulations, we
took the bulk value MS = 0.86 × 10−6 A m−1. However, in
thin patterned films, it can be noticeably reduced. We estimate
that it can give an additional 10%–20% reduction of parameter
k. Finally, it is worth noting that only at the external fields
close to the coercive fields of isolated NSs, the parameter k
can influence the magnetization switching and exactly in this
range of the external field we found lowered k and κ values.

In Sec. III A, we discussed that decrease of the separation
between ribbons results in weakening of interactions between
NSs in the ribbon [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The same effects
should be observed with lowering the value of k in MC simu-
lations, and indeed, MC simulations confirm this hypothesis.
Finally, we have made comparison of the hysteresis loops for
the PS and QPS obtained from MC simulations. We select
k = 0.1, which is close to the interactions strength in the
experimental structure. The results are shown in Fig. 7(b).
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According with expectations, there is no additional plateau
phase in the PS, which is associated with lack of the pairs
of wide NSs. Thus the wide NSs end their remagnetization at
higher Hext in QPS than in the PS, just as it was found in the
experimental results shown in Fig. 3(b).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated experimentally the hysteresis loops
and magnetization switching for the arrays of Py NSs in
dependence on the strength of magnetostatic interactions be-
tween the NSs and the type of the NS arrangement. We have
studied ribbons with periodic and quasiperiodic sequences of
wide and narrow NSs. We have molded the dipolar inter-
actions in the considering systems in a fabrication process.
We have used the arrays differing in length, thickness of
the NSs, and the distance between the adjacent ribbons. For
explanation of the experimental results, we have conducted
the numerical studies based on the Monte Carlo simulations
for the macrospin Ising model. The numerical computations
and experimental studies have been supplemented by detailed
analytical investigations of the dipolar fields at different points
of the hysteresis loop.

We have shown that the dipolar interactions in the ex-
perimental system of coupled NSs are strongly weakened as
compared to the macrospin model. We attribute this decrease
to the formation of the closure domain at the NS ends and
thus significant decrease of the stray magnetic field from
NSs. We have shown that the remagnetization process can be
controlled by various geometrical parameters with the most
relevant changes obtained by varying the separation between
the ribbons. With decreasing this separation, the magneto-
static coupling between the NSs in the ribbon is significantly
reduced. Moreover, the results show that the influence of the
neighboring ribbons on the remagnetization can be detectable
even at separation as large as 10 μm. The change of the NS
thickness and length offer the other possibilities to influence
the magnetostatic interactions between the NSs.

We have found differences between remagnetization pro-
cesses in the periodic and Fibonacci sequences of NSs. The
main difference results from the presence of the pairs of wide
NSs in the quasiperiodic structure, where due to the prefer-
ential antiparallel orientation of the magnetization in those
pairs, the additional step in the hysteresis loop can exist. There
are also more subtle effects demonstrated in Monte Carlo
simulations, however they are hindered in experiment due to
weakened magnetostatic coupling. Reduction of defects and
optimization of the shape can enhance dipolar coupling be-
tween the NSs in the ribbon and enable experimental observa-
tion of the features in hysteresis loops characteristic for QPS.
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APPENDIX: MICROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS
OF A SINGLE NANOSTRIPE

Micromagnetic simulations were performed for a finite
350 × 5000 × 30 nm and 700 × 5000 × 30 nm rectangular
stripes using a uniformly discretized grid with the size of
the cell 1 × 5 × 10 nm. We used the standard Py magnetic
parameters for magnetizatiation saturation MS = 0.86 × 106

A/m, exchange stiffness constant of A = 1.3 × 10−11 J/m,
and Gilbert damping parameter α = 0.01. The initial magne-
tization was set to a random magnetization. Hysteresis loops
were simulated for the external magnetic field directed along
the NSs axis starting from Hext = 5 kOe and decreased up to
saturation along the opposite direction with the field step of
10 Oe.

In order to find a ground state at each Hext value, two
Mumax3 functions, relax and minimize, were used. To find an
energy minimum of the system, the realx function is running.
Once the total energy reaches a numerical noise level, the
magnitude of the torque is being monitored instead, until it
cuts into the numerical noise floor, as well. To increase the
probability of finding the lowest energy state, we used then
second function, which reaches the minimal energy state by
employing the conjugate gradient method to detect even very
small changes in energy. The simulated hysteresis loops of the
magnetization reversal process of a single wide and narrow
NSs are presented in Fig. 8(a) and the values of Hsw are listed
in the Table I. We can see the reduction of magnetization
approximately 0.1–0.2MS at the beginning of the magneti-
zation reversal process. It is attributed to appearance of the
closure domains at the edges of NS, as presented in Figs. 8(b)
and 8(e), for wide and narrow NS, respectively. The domains
expand slowly with decrease of Hext, reaching its maximum
state just before the remagnetization [Figs. 8(c) and 8(f)].
Then, the magnetization reversal process happens just at one
field step. After remagnetization, we can still record remanent
closure domains at the edges [Figs. 8(d) and 8(g)], which
shrink with the increase of the Hext.
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